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CAPE%3’s%So+ware%forms%a%distributed%system,%requiring%special%quality%assurance%details."
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Academy of Aerospace Quality

The AAQ (Academy of Aerospace Quality) serves as an internet based forum for providing quality assurance training to
academics (or academic institutions) and commercial space service providers involved in aerospace research, technology
development, and payload design and development. The AAQ curriculum includes modules for all aspects of quality
assurance necessary to ensure project success and provides a virtual community for networking and sharing of lessons-
learned among like-minded scholars. Dr. Alice E. Smith and Dr. Jeffrey S. Smith are the principal investigators from
Auburn, and Brian Hughitt (NASA Headquarters), Craig McArthur (Marshall Space Flight Center), and Ken Crane (Glenn
Research Center) direct the project from NASA.

How to use this Site
The Academy of Aerospace Quality is built around a curriculum. You can see a diagram of this curriculum below. The
available curriculum items can be accessed from the "Curriculum" section of the main menu. When you click on one of
these items, you will be taken to the module page for that topic. The module page lists all the materials that are related
to that specific topic. For each topic, there is a training tutorial, quizzes and other related materials. Training tutorials
seek to introduce the visitor to the selected topic. They are structured in the form of a lesson that the visitor can read
through in order to become familiar with the topic. They contain information, examples, figures and exercises that will
guide the visitor through the learning process. Quizzes are intended to test the visitor's knowledge of the topic. They can
be accessed through the topic module page or throughout the tutorial. They are composed of multiple choice and true or
false questions. Some training modules contain additional exercises that the user is asked to solve and, once finished,
will display the correct results.

The main menu also contains links to other content such as discussion forums, lessons learned and case studies. The
references section of this site provides a list of useful references that are used throughout the AAQ website. These
include relevant standards, a glossary and an acronym list. To learn more about the AAQ project and those involved,
check out the AAQ Team section!

For more detailed instructions on how to use this website, visit our video tutorial section.
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So+ware%Development%Life%Cycle%
The"so2ware"Development"Cycle,"shown"in"Fig."3."is"typical"of"the"approach"u@lized"in"Student"Engineering"Design"including"projects"like"the"CAPE"3"
CubeSat"Mission."Described"below"are"how"these"steps"fit"into"the"NASA"Assurance"Plan"for"Complex"Electronics,"describing"the"process"of"Verifica@on"
and"Valida@on,"i.e."Item"1,"and"Life"Cycle"Phases,"Item"2."
%
Item%1:%Ref:%Assurance%Plan%for%So+ware%on%Complex%Electronics,%Requirements:%Fig."3,"Steps"1"through"4,"Design"Entry:"Fig."3,"Step"5,"Design"Synthesis:"Fig."3,"Step"6,"
Implementa@on:"Fig."3,"Step"7,"Tes@ng:"Fig."3,"Step"8."
%
Item%2:%Life%Cycle%Phases%
Phase%A:%Preliminary%Phase;%Fig.%3,%Steps%1,%2,%3,%and%4%
V  Verify"–"that"all"so2ware"assurance"requirements"have"been"captured."
V  Perform"–"an"updated"so2ware"classifica@on"assessment."
V  Update"–"the"so2ware"assurance"requirements"with"the"so2ware"classifica@on"assessment"as"necessary."
V  Maintain"–"the"so2ware"classifica@on"report."
V  Verifica@on"Ac@vity"–"Verify"that"Statement"of"Work"accurately"captures"customer"needs."Check"for"correctness,"completeness,"consistency,"and"clarity."
V  Valida@on"Ac@vity"–"Research"to"Validate"and"capture"customer"needs"during"statement"of"work"and"so2ware"system"func@onal"requirements"refinement."
V  Verifica@on"Ac@vity"V""Verify"that"refined"statement"of"work"and"so2ware"system"func@onal"requirements"are"checked"for"correctness,"completeness,"consistency,"

clarity"and"precision."
Phase%B:%DefiniOon%–%define%and%establish%preliminary%design;%Fig.%3,%Review%and%update%as%necessary%Steps%1,%2,%3,%%and%4%to%develop%Step%5%
V  Verify"–"the"design"requirements"against"the"so2ware"assurance"plan."
V  Ensure"–"that"the"appropriate"personnel"are"trained"in"all"so2ware"assurance"responsibili@es."
V  Valida@on"Ac@vity"–"Research"and"analyses"to"develop"and"validate"Preliminary"Design"in"the"context"of"expressed"customer"needs"and"verified"func@onal"

requirements:"Includes"Informa@on"Processes"and"Handling"valua@on"and"priori@za@on"i.e."an"Informa@onal"Needs"Assessment"(INA),"ReliabilityVAvailabilityV
Maintainability"(RAM),"StartupVshutdown,"safe"modes,"lifecycle"testability"and"diagnos@cs,"developmental"efficiencies,"test"panel,"energy"and"resources,"costV
schedule,"flow"charts"and"state"machines,"and"perform"Failure"Modes"Effects,"Human"Factors,"Fault"Tree,"and"Integrated"Logis@cs"Support"life"cycle"analyses.""

V  Verify"–"Now,"perform"Cri@cal"Design"Review"(CDR)"to"Verify"that"the"preliminary"design"and"so2ware"assurance"plans"are"correct"and"baselined."
Phase%C:%Design;%Fig.%3,%Review%/%Update%Steps%1,%2,%3,%4,%and%5%to%develop%Step%6%
V  Ensure"–"that"the"customer"expecta@ons"are"being"met"in"accordance"with"the"assurance"plan."
V  Ensure"–"assurance"process"has"been"developed"for"Off"The"Shelf"(OTS)"and"Developed"So2ware."
V  Ensure"–"customer"is"providing"adequate"insight"to"so2ware"provider"according"to"a"predefined"mechanism."
V  Ensure"–"proper"configura@on"management"of"deliverable"so2ware."
V  Ensure"–"any"discrepancies"are"documented"and"tracked"to"resolu@on."
V  Valida@on"Ac@vity:"Finalize"Design"and"Validate"Modular"Build"Implementa@on,"Diagnos@cs"and"Testability,"Maintainability,"UpgradeVability,"Configura@on"

Management,"and"Comprehensive"Tes@ng"Plans"during"their"development."
V  Verifica@on"Ac@vity:"Verify"Final"Design"and"Associated"Plans"during"Cri@cal"Design"Review."Check"for"correctness,"completeness,"consistency,"clarity,"and"precision."
Phase%D:%%Development;%Review%and%update%as%necessary,%Fig.%3,%Steps%1,%2,%3,%4,%5,%and%6%to%develop%Step%7,%8,%and%9%
V  Ensure"–"assurance"so2ware"products"are"reviewed"and"quality"metrics"are"collected,"analyzed,"and"documented"
V  Ensure"–"that"an"audit"is"performed"prior"to"delivery"
V  Ensure"–"that"the"customer"is"prepared"to"receive"the"so2ware"product"
V  Ensure"–"a"proper"acceptance"data"package"–"as"built"and"documenta@on"
V  Ensure"–"lessons"learned"are"captured"
V  Verify"so2ware"–"via"code"inspec@on"and"comprehensive"tes@ng."Includes"automated"tes@ng"with"instrumented"code"and"mission"test"panel.""
Phase%E:%OperaOons%(including%maintenance);%Review%and%update%as%necessary,%Fig.%3,%all%steps%to%fully%develop%a%Mission%OperaOons%Plan%as%part%of%the%
development%of%Step%9%
V  Ensure"–"proper"processes"are"in"place"to"support"opera@ons,"e.g."Expert"Systems"–"from"Fault"Tree"Analysis,"Integrated"Logis@cs"Support"(ILS)"
V  Ensure"–"any"opera@onal"workarounds"have"been"reviewed"and"approved"–"From"FMEA,"Fault"Tree,"and"Hazards"Analyses"
V  Perform"–"periodic"assessments"to"ensure"baseline"management"of"so2ware"requirements,"design,"code,"and"documenta@on"and"to"ensure"review"and"approval"of"

so2ware"changes"or"so2ware"induced"opera@onal"workaround"–"Configura@on"and"Change"Mod"Management"
V  Ensure"–"plans"are"in"place"for"maintenance:"Maintenance"Items"List"
V  Transfer"–"any"suppor@ng"so2ware"and"/"or"licenses"to"the"customer;"So2ware"and"Documenta@on"Items"Transfer"Checklist"
V  Ensure"–"metrics"are"collected"for"reliability"purposes,"e.g."FRACAS,"root"cause"analysis."

Fig."2"CAPE"3’s"Distributed"Project"Payloads"

Fig."3"CAPE"3"So2ware"Development"Cycle"
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Fig."4"Valida@on"and"Verifica@on"Intensity"during"SW"Lifecycle"

Fig."5"Informa@on"Process"and"Handling"Value"Valida@on"Tool"
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Migrate-Able Code Block 4 - Decentralized Ad hoc Agent start and run state function for a single node, 
This State function map is Independent and Identically Distributed (IID) "mirrored" on each node in the SWARM;

updated: Version 2, Sept. 17, 2014 - P. Darby - All rights reserved

SW@I1 == 00

SW@I1 == 01
SDP == 0
SAF == 0

signal Pending 
shutdown 
SDP := 1

shutdown agent

SW@I2 == 01
SDP==1

reset SDP, 
SAF

start agent
SAF := 1

default state

SW@I3 == 10

SW@Io == 10

SW@I4 == 11
& SAF == 1

U

U

SSC

Do nothing
SAF := 0

U

CC1101
AR == False

Reset SDP & SAF

reset SDP, 
SAF CC01-->11

AR == True
set SAF

CC11--> 00
power loss or
other failure

CC00--> 10
AR == True

SSC

SAF - Start Agent Flag
SDF - Shut Down Flag
CC   - Condition Change from state XX to state YY
SSC - Sneak State Change due to some bug or failure
U      - Unconditional - this will always happen given previous state
==     - Test for equality (if equal) - is this equal?
:=      - Assignment, e.g. A := 2 assigns the value 2 to A
-->    -  state moves from this to that, i.e. CC00 --> 10 means state change from 00 to 10
In      - Interval identifier, e.g. I3 identifies Time Interval 3. This is merely an identifier, and it does not mean that Interval I3, 
for example is greater than Interval I2. The size of the interval does not bear relation to the size of n.
@     - at or upon the completion of one interval, "In," since the state was entered.
AR    - I have determined that I (this node) is required to run an agent
AN    - I have determined that I (this node) is not required to run an agent
RA    - I have determined that I (this node) is currently running a agent
NA    - I have determined that I (this node) is currently not running an agent
SW   - Software State of the Node with respect to Agent operational requirement / Agent operational status
00     - SW state saying - this node has determined it is not required to run an agent and is currently not running an agent
01     - SW state saying - this node has determined it is not required to run an agent, but is currently running an agent
10     - SW state saying - this node has determined it is required to run an agent, but is not running an agent
11     - SW state saying - this node has determined it is required to run an agent, and is currently running an agent
 

Note: While the functional state map shown is mirrored on each 
node in the swarm, the states on various nodes can and will often 
be different depending upon that node's perspective view of the 
situation. How the SW states are determined is for the team to fully 
establish in consultation with the instructor.

Fig."6"Example"State"Diagram"Valida@on"and"Verifica@on"Tool"

ValidaOon:"Are"we"building"the"right"system"for"the"customer?"Is"the"approach,"i.e.,"the"mix"of"hardware,"
opera@ng"systems,"communica@ons,"and"proposed"so2ware"func@on"the"right"and"fit"choice"for"the"customer"and"
the"systems"intended"environment?""
VerificaOon:"Is"the"selected"approach"being"implemented"correctly?"

Por@ons"of"this"work,"i.e."Figs."2,"3,"5"and"6,"are"based"upon"the"Mobile"Grid"Compu@ng"
and"So2ware"Research"of""

Dr."Paul"Darby,""
supported"in"part"by"State"of"Louisiana"Board"of"Regents"State"Funding,"Contract"#"

LEQSF(2014V17)VRDVAV13""
Paul"J."Darby"III,"Ph.D.,"P.E.,"all"rights"reserved"


